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DOT LOOP AGENT TRAINING 

Dotloop brings your documents, eSignatures, storage and compliance into one easy-to-use platform to 
streamline collaboration and get deals done. Giving you, the agents, a system that matches your on-the-
go lifestyle! 

In this manual, we will cover: 

I. Overview of Dotloop 
a. Login and System functions - page 2 
b. Creating / updating your profile - page 2 -4       

 

II. Creating Loops - pages 5-13 
 

III. Adding Documents to loops 
a. Templates and autofill - pages 13-18 
b. Uploading documents from computer- page 18 
c. E-mailing documents into loop-pages 19-20 
d. Splitting documents- pages 20-21 
e. Moving document from loop to loop or folder to folder- pages 21-23 
 

IV. Electronic Signatures and sharing documents - pages 24-29 
  

V. Submit for review 
a. New Listings - pages 30-31 
b. Sale (Representing the buyer only)  

i. Listing where you are not the listing agent - pages 32 
c. Listing sold 

i. Listing Agent is Representing the Seller Only - pages 33-41 
ii. Listing Agent is personally Representing both the Buyer and Seller - pages 41-44 

d. Rejected offers – page 44 
 

VI. Initial Manager Review of files - pages 45-47 
 

VII. Correction of documents already e-signed 
i. Uploaded documents – pages 48-49 

ii. Dotloop e-signed documents – pages 49-51 
 

VIII. Trailing documents during escrow, file completion and 
commission instructions - pages 53-55  
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I. Overview of Dotloop 
Go to Dotloop.com (use your email that is on record with Tierra Antigua Realty for your log in and then 
the first time you log in you will create your own password) 

Once you log in, verify you are in the Tierra Antigua Realty site by looking for the logo in the top left and 
the word premium (see purple arrow). 

 

 

 

At the top right you will see a circle icon (see blue arrow above). When you hover your mouse pointer 
over it, you will see a drop-down menu with your access.  Directly below your name you will see your 
account number.  Write your account number and store outside of Dotloop.  You will need this when 
and if you need to contact Dotloop support. The phone number for Dotloop support is 1-513-257-0551 
should you assist with technical support.  Your first point of contact for issues should be the Tierra 
Antigua staff or the Tierra Antigua help line.  

Directly below this number is “My Account.” Click on this. 

My Account:  Your first time in Dotloop or if you have not completed this previously, you will need to set 
up your account settings. Click on the “my account” link in the drop-down menu and input additional 
information into your profile - you can: 

This icon can be used to 
change the layout of the page 
from grid (shown) to list 

Grid View 

List View 
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In my Account- complete the information that will be used for autofill feature of Dotloop: 

In Profile: 

 Add photo 
 Change name of profile from Default to Agent 
 Enter Phone number 
 Add License # 
 Add ID (MLS Number on this page )  
 Company information  
 Change you default email notifications  

o You may want to uncheck the boxes that are beside these two topics: 
 Compliance status of loop is updated 
 My office adds a tag to a loop or document  

o KEEP THE NOTIFICATION SETTING ON FOR “COMPLIANCE REVIEW NOTES RECEIVED” 
AND “MY OFFICE WRITES A REVIEW NOTE ABOUT A LOOP OR DOCUMENT.” The 
Broker will communicate with you by sending you messages in Dotloop and you want to 
ensure you receive these messages 

In Settings  

 Add photo 
 Add NRDS ID # 
 Company name  
 Phone number 
 Country 
 Time Zone - Select Mountain Standard Time - US Arizona  

Document Editor Preference 

 Edit Font style, color and size  

The information above will be used to autofill your documents, so be sure to complete this area of your 
profile. Upon completion, click “save” at the bottom of the page. 

At the bottom of your account page is the support number and a link to the help center where you can: 

 View tutorials 
 Search for items 
 Obtain frequently Questions and Answer document  

The Help Center is a great resource. 95% of your question’s answers can be found here 24/7 by 
searching the knowledge database. 
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To return to the loop menu from profile click on the “smiley face” icon.  See arrow. 
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II. Creating a loop 
Create loop for the following transactions:  

 New Listings or re-list of property 
o Re-list MUST be a new loop, not re-using old listing loop 

 Sales files: 
o If you are the buyer’s agent and only representing the buyer  
o If you are the listing agent and your listing file is currently in Dotloop: 

  Do not create another loop for your sale.  
  See Section V, pages 24-25 for how to create the sales folder within your listing 

loop.   

Loops = Online Workplace  

                                    

+ is how you create a new loop or start a new file- see above for grid view  and below for 

list view 
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Create a loop:  

 To create a loop, type in the address of the property 
o Dotloop is connected to Google maps. As you type the address, you will start to see 

choices for your selection. Look for your address and click on it to auto fill.  If the 
property is in MLS then you might also see the link for the MLS listing utilizing MLS 
connect.  Only select the address from Google maps because … 

o DO NOT SELECT MLS CONNECT INFORMATION.  Dotloop also manages MLS systems 
throughout the country and there have been technical difficulties that preclude this 
function from performing properly. Dotloop has confused our MLS #s to corresponding 
MLS #s from other parts of the country. If you select this option, you have a high 
probability of having your loop set up with information from another state (address, 
listing agent information, seller information, more).  Once set up with this incorrect 
information, it sometimes cannot be removed. 

o  
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 If this is a buyer file (buyer documents e-signed prior to identifying property). 
For this type of loop, you can input the buyer’s names as the title of the loop. 
Once the buyer has an accepted offer on a property, you will change the name 
of the loop to the address for the property once they are under contract. 

 If this a referral (outgoing only, not within Tierra Antigua) 
You will input the name of the client, your name and the name of the 
agent/company to whom you are referring the client. Example Betty Buyer – 
Cathy Erchull- Annie Agent XYZ Realty. 
 

 Select a template - an office template must be selected 
 

 Choices for Listing: 
o Commercial Listing 
o Commercial Lease Listing 
o Gila Valley Listing  
o Gila Valley Vacant Land Listing  
o Rental (MLS Entry Only) 
o MLSSAZ Residential Listing (for Tucson, Green Valley and Santa Cruz listing) 
o MLSSAZ Vacant Land Listing  ( for Tucson, Green Valley and Santa Cruz listing) 
o SAMLS Listing 

 
 Choices for Sales Template:   

o Commercial Lease 
o Commercial Sale 
o HUD/VA Sale (Buyer or Both); you are only representing the buyer and are not the listing 

agent.  
o HUD/VA Sale (Seller Only); you are only representing the Seller and are the listing agent 

and the listing file is currently in Sure Close. 
o New Construction Sale (Buyer or Both); you are only representing the buyer and are not 

the listing agent.  
o New Construction Sale (Seller Only); you are only representing the Seller and are the 

listing agent and the listing file is currently in Sure Close. 
o Residential Sale (Buyer or Both); you are only representing the buyer and are not the 

listing agent.  
o Residential Sale (Seller Only); you are only representing the Seller and are the listing 

agent and the listing file is currently in Sure Close. 
o SV Residential Sale (Buyer or Both); you, a Sierra Vista Agent, are only representing the 

buyer and are not the listing agent.  
o Residential Sale (Seller Only); you, as Sierra Vista Agent, are only representing the Seller 

and are the listing agent and the listing file is currently in Sure Close. 
o Vacant Land Sale (Buyer or Both); you are only representing the buyer and are not the 

listing agent.  
o Vacant Land Sale (Seller Only); you are only representing the Seller and are the listing 

agent and the listing file is currently in Sure Close. 
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 Referral for outgoing referrals - this loop would be created when you are referring a client out to 

another agent outside of the company. 

Then click create loop.   

 
 

 

Congratulations, you’ve now created a loop!  

 

 

Once the loop is created, the next step that you need to do is to select the loop status:  

 

 

 Select Loop Status:  

 If this is a Listing these are the choices: 
o Pre-listing - working on paperwork; do not have an executed listing agreement  
o Private listing (this status should not be used)  
o Active listing - have an executed listing agreement 
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o Under contract - (this status will only be chosen after you have a contract on the listing) 
o Sold -  at Close of escrow  
o Archived – (never to be used) the staff will be the one to archive your file (loop) upon 

cancellation or sold 
 If this is a Sale these are the choices:  

o Pre-offer - working with buyer in making an offer, do not have executed contract 
o Under Contract - if this is selected, you will need to add immediately to the right of the 

purchase/sale price and the closing date  
o Sold - at close of escrow 
o Archived – (never to be used) the staff will be the one to archive your file (loop) upon 

cancellation or processing rejected offer.  If you created a loop but it did not process 
past pre-listing or pre-offer (the buyer never signed or it was not submitted to the 
seller) then send your manager a message so they can archive this loop for you.  

 Referral 
o Select new 

Next go to “view details” for listing or sales - click on that (this link is beside the “select loop” status)  

 

 Add person(s) – This is where you add the client (buyers or sellers) information, other agent, 
assistant, etc.  Do not check the “add to team” box.   

o Name 
o Email 
o Phone 
o Assign role (buyer, seller, escrow, etc). 

 This is very important so Dotloop will know where to Autofill initials and 
signatures. 

o Address 
o You can also add additional parties to the transaction such as:  

 Loan Officer 
 Escrow Officer 
 Listing Agent 
 Home inspector  
 Any other individual that you need to communicate with during the transaction 

or to share different documents with, all from one location! 
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 Select Level  
o No level 
o Level 1 
o Level 2 
o Level 3 
o Level 4 

 Property Address 
o Address should already be there if listing 
o Input Parcel/Tax ID 
o Input MLS number (if a listing input into MLS by agent, then agent to also input MLS 

number here) 
 Additional information that can be added later if it is a listing. If this is a sale, this must be input 

at the time of the accepted contract 
o Contract Date 
o Closing Date 

 Listing information – This must be inputted on listing  
o Expiration date 
o Listing date 
o Price  

 There is additional information that you can fill out to assist you although it is not required for 
office review. 

 Scroll all the way to the bottom of the page and click “save.” 
 Do not use the “merge loop” function 

 

Remember, the more you fill in on the View Details page, the more will autofill on your documents. A 
few extra minutes here when setting up your loop will make the remainder of the transaction much 
easier and smoother for document preparation. 

Tags:  

Along this same tool bar after “view details” you may see a tag indicating a level, listing in Sure Close, 
checked status or check released.  These are placed on your file for managerial use only.  When these 
are placed on the file, you may receive an email indicating this update.  If so, please disregard.  
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At the top left of your screen, after inputting the details, click on the “back to loop” button. 

 

Now that the loop has been created with the template selected, the loop status updated and the details 
inputted, we will go back to the main loop page. Click into the transaction you want to work in. Within 
your loop, you will see numerous documents (actual documents are in bold print and blank placeholders 
are in light print).   

 

Depending on the template you selected when creating your loop, the documents in this loop will signify 
all of the listing or sale documents that a typical transaction would use. Some of them may not be 
needed for your particular transaction; however, please note that the broker, upon initial review, will 
remove the documents that are not required.  

Agents are not to archive or re-arrange the order of these documents. This is a broker only function 
within the loop. 
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Scrolling down your screen, below the documents, you will see two other sections: people and tasks. 
You should already have yourself as well as your clients listed here under “People.”  Be sure and select 
your role if it is not already selected. You can add others as needed (your clients were input in the 
previous section when you added them under “view details”). 

In the “Tasks” section, you will find the ability to load templates for different levels, listing task and sales 
task. Select the task template that you want to load into the loop: 

 Listing File: Level 1 
 Listing File: Level 2 
 Listing File: Level 3  
 Listing File: Level 4 
 Sales File: Level 1 
 Sales File: Level 2 
 Sales File: Level 4 
 Listing Tasks - Tasks for listing agent to complete past the execution of the Listing Employment 

Agreement 
 Sales Tasks - Tasks for sale loop for both the listing and selling agent past Contract Acceptance.  

Please note that the listing and sales task are optional and only meant to be used as a guide.  You may 
wish to add additional, specific tasks to your loop. 

Check the task template you would like to load and then click “Add.” Do not load the level templates 
until you are ready for the work to begin.  
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 Please note that the deadline and assignment fields for the different Tierra Antigua Realty levels 
automatically populate. 

For the Listing and Sales Tasks, you will need to assign the person responsible to complete the task as 
well as the deadline for completion. Alongside each task you will see “unassigned-no due.”  Beside that 
is a “V” symbol, if you click on that, it will open a window. You can then select the time period that the 
task is due as well as the person that to whom it will be assigned.  By using the “V” symbol again beside 
“no one,” you will see all of the people that are within your loop. See next page for image.  

 

 

Your loop is now ready to go!  The next step is adding the documents. 
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III. Adding Documents 
Once your loop is created and set up, the next step is adding additional documents or executed 
document from outside the loop to your loop.   Please make sure that you are adding the document to 
the correct folder within your loop.  If you accidently place the documents into the wrong folder then 
see move document from folder to folder or loop to loop on pages 21-22. You can do this in one of three 
ways: 

1. Use the templates (fillable forms, just like zipforms) ( pages 14-) 
2. Upload them from your computer (page 19) 
3. Email them into Dotloop (page 19) 

 

To add a document, first you click on “Add Document” at the top right when you are inside of a loop.  Be 
sure and add the documents within your current folder, do not create a new folder.  The only exception 
to this rule is when you need to create a sales document folder within your listing loop; see Section V, 
pages 33-44 for these instructions.  

 

Add additional documents:  

 

 

Select either templates, browse or email. 
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 The templates is where all of the Arizona Association of Realtors (AAR), as well as the other association 
and Tierra Antigua Realty documents are located. The first time that you access the AAR folder, you will 
need to have your NRDS number.  You can obtain this by going to 
https://reg.realtor.org/roreg.nsf/retrieveID?OpenForm. This may also be found under the preference, 
my profile tab of MLS. 

Please note: You are only authorized to use the local association libraries of which you are currently a 
member.  For example, a MLSSAZ subscriber will not be authorized to utilize the forms available in the 
SAMLS library.  

 

 

Please note that the libraries are located at the top of the templates.   

 

Adding and filling out documents from templates 

Utilizing the documents within the loop, filling them out in the loop and then sharing them for signature 
is the preferred method.  

To start, click on “Add Document,” then click on “Templates.”  Select your file(s) to add, then click “Add 
Documents.”  This will add all of the documents selected to the top of the loop. Once added to the loop, 
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click on the name of the document to open it. This is used for documents that are not part of the 
standard templates that you inserted upon the creation of the loop.  

An autofill page will open up, if it does not then click “autofill” at the top of the page.  

If you have already added information to the detail page, you will see the clients’ names along the right 
hand side of this page as well as any other information that you had previously filled in.  

 

Upon completion of this information click “autofill” at the bottom of the form.  

It will open up the forms for you to fill in. Continue to fill out forms.  Dotloop will automatically prepare 
the forms for client signatures, assigning initial and signature fields in appropriate places for the buyers 
or sellers; whichever one is your client.   

 You will see that it has automatically populated the assigned person’s signature on the form(s).   
 You can also assign the person if it did not automatically or you can assign other people and 

signature fields as needed. 
 You can also add another signer by clicking on “add” along the top of the task bar and then 

select either initials or signature.  
 Once you have completed them, you can then share them with your seller or buyer for 

signatures (discussed in Section IV). Be sure and verify that the initials and signatures are in the 
correct places within the documents prior to sharing.   

 If the initials or signatures are not in the correct place, then you would click on the initials or 
signatures that need to be removed and assign them to “no one.” 
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Removing initials that are in incorrect space:  

 

 

To no one (removal of initials); 

 

 

 

Please note that LLC and Trust do not have legal authorization to sign, only the individual member or 
authorized signer has the authority to enter into a legally binding contract.  

Here are the simple steps to follow when you are representing a LLC or Trust to obtain the correct 
signatures. 

Example: Seller is Erchull Living Trust but authorized signer for the Trust is Catherine Erchull as the 
trustee for the trust.  

Using the autofill, you would fill in the seller as the individual which is the authorized signer for the 
entity.  You would not use the name of the LLC or Trust as the seller. See below.  
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Then you would type in the printed section of the form the name of the Seller which in the case 
would be the Erchull Living Trust.  
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Add Documents from a computer by using the Browse 

The second way to add documents into a loop is by adding them directly from your computer. When in a 
loop, simply click “Add Document” and select “Browse.”  This will open up a window for you to browse 
your computer’s hard drive. Select the file(s) to be uploaded.  The files will need to be in pdf format and 
you can select more than one at a time to upload. 

Once uploaded, the file’s name will appear at the top of the loop.  Initially, it will have a status percent 
showing that it is being uploaded.  Please note that larger files will take longer to upload into the loop. 

Add documents via Email 

The third way to add documents into a loop is via email. 

The email function can be used for documents that are send to you via email by either the client or by 
another agent involved in the transaction. You can simply forward those documents into the loop.  

If you click on email in the drop menu of “add documents,” it will drop down your loop’s custom email 
address for you to copy. Paste the copied link into the address bar of the email containing all of the 
documents that you want to forward.  

 

 

 

Open up your email program, click “forward,” and paste the address from Dotloop right into the “to” 
field (example below). Then click “send.” 
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You will need to refresh your Dotloop screen for the attached document to display within your loop.  If 
there are multiple documents that are PDF files, each single document will come into Dotloop as a 
separate document. You can then drag and drop them into the placeholder containing the document 
that you want to replace.   

 

Splitting Documents 

Whether added from computer or emailed, sometimes a single PDF file will have multiple documents 
that need to be separated out. You can do this in Dotloop! 

PLEASE NOTE: When you upload a document into Dotloop, it is very tempting to immediately share it or 
open it to assign fields for you client to sign. However, the moment you share it or modify the document 
in any way, you disable the split function. So, before sharing or adding fields for your client to sign, split 
the document first. 

Inside of the loop click on the placeholder and open the file that you would like to split. On the top 
menu bar, place your pointer over “File” and a drop-down menu will appear. Within this drop-down 
menu, you will see different options; select “split document.”  If you have previously added fields to this 
form, you may not be able to split it. In a document that has just been uploaded / emailed in to Dotloop, 
this should not be an issue. Move the pop-up window to the side so you will have the ability to scroll 
through the document.  Select the number of different documents the original file will be split into. Then 
name each of the files, specifying the pages of that document.  
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Be sure to verify the page ranges before you click to split the document, otherwise you will have split it 
but the new documents will have the wrong pages. If this happens, just rename the new (but wrong 
pages) documents as “incorrect split”. At the top of the loop near the address, click on “view archived” 
and you will see the original document on the bottom of the list.  Open it up and you can re-do the split, 
making sure that the correct page ranges are selected. 

 

Once finished, click “Split Document.”  Back in the loop you will now see all of the documents with their 
different names.  The original file is still in the loop but it has been archived and thus not visible to you 
anymore. Once split into separate documents, you then can drag and drop them into the correct 
placeholders.  This will replace the previous documents with the most updated / currently signed 
document.  

Moving documents from loop to loop within your loop:  

The latest update in Dotloop allows you to drag files within a loop from folder to folder, as long as those 
folders are “open” and not collapsed.   Please be sure that you only drag appropriate files from one 
folder to another and do not drag files that will be needed in both folders.  For example, if you have a 
listing folder and a sale folder, do not drag the MLS (Agent detail) placeholder from the listing folder to 
the sale folder.  If you do, then you will have the document in the sale folder, but it will now be missing 
in the listing folder. 

 

If you need to move documents from one loop to another loop this can be easily accomplished by 
following these steps:  

Select the documents that you need to move  
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Upon checking beside the document, a tool bar will open along the top of the documents, click on 
“make a copy”. Then you can select either “copy as dotloop document” or “copy as flat PDF.” Please 
note you would need to copy as flat PDF if you need to make a correction to the document while 
preserving the signatures.   
 
Next select to loop 

 
 
 

Insert address number or the name of loop in search bar, locate the loop, click on address in the 
drop down and then make sure the folder that you are looking to move documents to is selected.  

 

 

Click copy, then ok to import them into the loop/folder that you indicated that the documents be moved 
to.  

Back at the loop, you will now see the documents have been moved into the loop/folder that you 
indicated.  
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Please note this funciton can be used when you need to correct a document while preserving the client’s 
initials and signatures.  See section VII, Correction of documents already e-signed (p49) for more 
detailed information. 
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IV. Electronic signatures and sharing documents 

Once you have either completed filling out the template forms or uploaded them into Dotloop, you can 
share them with your seller or buyer. 

Documents can be shared for electronic signatures either individually or more than one at a time. To 
send just a single document, with that document open, you can click on the “Save and Share” button. 

 

 

 

Once you click “Save and Share,” a pop up window will appear. 

It will show the person or persons with whom you are sharing.   

 Please note that each signer must have their own email address. If they do not have an email, 
then one can be created using a free g-mail email or you can print them off and they can sign in 
person. 

 If you have more than two signers, you can click “add” along the tool bar (see yellow arrow 
above) to add initials or signatures for the additional person(s).  

 There are four different privileges that can be assigned to the document(s) being shared:  
o View only 
o Can sign  
o Do not use the ‘Can fill and sign’ status  
o Do not use the ‘can edit in private’ status 
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 Enter custom message (this will be saved in the loop’s activity log) 
 When sharing to sign, do not click “attach PDF”. Some recipients will attempt to open the 

attachment and sign (which they cannot do) when they need to click the link to open the loop to 
sign (which is what they are supposed to do) 

 Click “share”  
 A message will then appear telling you that these document(s) have been shared and it is 

waiting on others.  

 

 Click “Done” 
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Now click the back arrow beside the document name at top left to return to the loop 

 

 

 

There is also a way to share multiple documents at the same time. From the main page of your loop, 
select all the documents you wish to share, then click on the “Share” button in the upper right side of 
the screen and you will have the same pop-up window with the same options. 

 

What the client sees when the documents are shared with them. 

 

Your client will get a message in their email that looks like this: [By clicking on view documents they 
are bought into the loop.]  

 

Once the client clicks “view document” they will see the document and a blinking button that says 
“start signing” which they click on to begin the signing process (see Image below). 
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Dotloop will walk the client through the signing process and let them know when they are finished. 

Once the client(s) are finished signing they can view the loop and download their signed documents.  

 

Meanwhile, back in our loop … 

 

In your loop, once you share the documents for signing, you will now see “Waiting on Others” to the 
right of the name of the document(s).  
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Once the clients have signed then the status will change to “signed.” 

 

  

When you open up a signed document, you will see the verification link at the top of each page  

 

 

If you click on the verification, it will take you straight to the “verification of signing” page. 
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This meets most banking requirements (including Bank of America).  

 

Sharing an offer with the listing agent:  

If you share an offer with the listing agent be sure and send it as “view only” and click the button that 
indicates “Attach PDF to Email.” 

Then you will process it depending on the seller’s response:  

 Counter; see above  Section IV for sharing and obtaining electronic signatures 
 Executed (Contract Acceptance); see Section V - Sales Loop (Agent is representing the Buyer 

Only) page 24-25 
 Rejected; see Section V page 43  
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V. Submit for review 
 

The most important step: “Submit to review”- This should be done anytime that you have new, 
executed or completed documents that have not been reviewed previously.   

Remember: EXECUTED OR COMPLETED DOCUMENTS - “SUBMIT TO REVIEW” 

When your file is to be submitted for review, here are the different scenarios: 

1. New Listing 
2. Sale (agent representing buyer only) 
3. Listing sold (agent representing seller only) 
4. Single agent representing both buyer and seller on same property 
5. Other documents that have been added to the loop (transaction) 
6. Referrals 
7. Rejected offers 
8. Others 

Please remember, delayed MLS input listings, back-up offers, and short sales are contracts and also 
should be submitted as soon as executed, not when they go into MLS or buyer is notified that the 
contingency has been fulfilled. 

 

In the upper right corner of your transaction loop is the “Submit for Review” button.  Prior to clicking 
this button, check or select the document that you are ready to submit for review and change the 
status. Upon clicking it, a pop-up window will open and the documents that needs to be reviewed will 
be checked (listing documents or offer documents, if it is a sales file).  If a level has not been selected, it 
will need to be selected at this time by using the drop-down and selecting the level.  

In the submit documents pop-up window, the folder that is to be submitted is selected (standard name 
is “listing folder” or “sale folder” (unless you’ve changed the name of that folder) and then what type of 
folder it is.  

 

LISTING LOOP FOR A NEW LISTING 

Change status from “pre-listing” to “active listing” then click to “submit to review:”  
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Next select type: for listing documents  

 Listing – MLS agent input - you, the agent, will input the listing into MLS 
 Listing – MLS office input - the office will input the listing into MLS 

You can include a helpful message to admin/managers and click “submit to review.” 

Along the left hand side of the placeholders, you will now see the status of those documents now 
says “submitted.”  

 

 

The documents that should be submitted during your initial listing review are: 

Listing:  

 Contract information and processing sheet - Dotloop will not allow you to submit without it 
 MLS Agent Detail Sheet - If the listing has been input into MLS by you the agent 
 Listing Agreement (“Exclusive Right to Sell”)  or Master Listing Agreement if REO 
 Listing Profile or Data Form or Listing Assignment if REO - If the property has been or is ready to 

be placed in MLS 
 Exempt Delay Form, if applicable - If this is used then the Listing Profile or Data Form is due 

when it is to be inputted into MLS 
 Agency 
 Affiliated Business Disclosure  
 Wire Fraud Disclosure 

 

Then click “submit to review”- This should be done anytime that you have newly executed or 
completed documents that have not previously been reviewed.   
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SALES LOOP (AGENT IS REPRESENTING BUYER ONLY) 

The same process as for the listing loop, except for the status will be changed from ‘pre-offer” to 
“under contract” and you will select “Under contract or rejected offer” for type of documents for review 
on the initial submit pop-up window. 

 

The documents that should be submitted during your initial sale review are: 

 

Sale: Buyer File (you are only representing the buyer are not the listing agent) Please remember if 
Tierra Antigua Realty is also representing the seller that a Consent to Limited Representation form 
is required.  Each agent will have their own loop.  

Contract Information and Processing Sheet Dotloop will not allow you to submit without it. 

 MLS Agent Detail Sheet if MLS (if not then the CRS property detail sheet should be 
submitted instead) 

 Counter(s) if obtained  
 Purchase Contract 
 Addenda if obtained 
 Pre-Qualification form if applicable 
 Lead Base paint disclosure if applicable 
 Agency 
 Affiliated Business Disclosure  
 Consent to Limited Representation if Tierra Antigua Realty is representing both the buyer 

and seller  
 Buyer Broker Employment Agreement if applicable 
 Buyer Advisory 
 Mold Disclosure  
 Market Condition Advisory - highly recommended 
 Airport Disclosure if applicable 
 Wire Fraud Disclosure 
 Earnest money receipt if already obtained - do not wait for this to submit for review upon 

contract acceptance  

 

Then click “submit to review”- This should be done anytime that you have newly executed or 
completed documents that have not been reviewed previously.   
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SALE FILE FOR AN EXISTING LISTING LOOP, (LISTING AGENT IS REPRESENTING 
SELLER ONLY) 

Receipt of Offer from another agent:  

In a loop click on “Add Folder” at the top right of the documents.  It will then drop down a new window, 
and you will change the name of the new folder to “Offer Documents.” In this new folder, upload the 
offer documents that were sent to you from the selling agent (buyer representative) either by uploading 
from your computer or sending to Dotloop via email (see section III, Adding Documents). 

 

 

Once you have the document in the folder like this you can also rename the document by clicking on the 
three dots at the end of the placeholder. Drop down the bar that says “rename” and then click on the 
document name to rename it.
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Receipt of offer: 

Then you want to open up the document to review it. If any of the pages are rotated upside down, you 
can click on the file along the top bar and then select “rotate.”  Choose to rotate page left, rotate page 
right, rotate file left or rotate file right in order to get them in the correct upright order.  

If more than one form is in this file (offer, HOA Addendum, LBP Disclosure, etc) you will also want to 
split the document (see p20-21) before sharing or adding signature fields. Remember, once you share or 
add fields, you disable the split function so you want to do this first. 

Once the document(s) is(are) ready, it can be shared with your seller in “view only “mode.  When you 
click on share beside the document you will receive a “Prepare your document?” message.  This can be 
skipped so that you can send it in “view only” mode.  (See image below). 

 

Once you have skipped this, the next box will come up.  Select the person with whom you want to share 
this or other documents and verify it is in the “view only” mode.  
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Discuss with your seller what response they are going to make on the offer:  

 Accept 
 Counter 
 Reject  

If they are going to accept the offer then you would want to once again click on the share button but 
this time you do want to prepare the document.   

If they want to counter, then you would click on the “add document” button, then add from the 
templates. Go to the All Documents folder to add a counter or other documents that are needed for the 
seller’s response.   The first time that you access this folder you will need to have your NRDS number.  
You can obtain this by going to https://reg.realtor.org/roreg.nsf/retrieveID?OpenForm , this may also be 
found under the preference, my profile tab of MLS.  

Once you have added all of the documents into the “offer document” folder then you are ready for the 
next step of obtaining the seller signature on the document(s).   

Check on the document that you want to share then click on the “Share” button.  The same “Prepare 
your documents?” box will appear this time click on “Prepare.” 

 

This will then open up the document(s).  At the top bar click on add to add initials, signatures and 
checkboxes as needed.  

Once you have clicked on add initials, you then click on the place for the initials to be placed. Once you 
hover over the added initials box, it will have a drop down bar to indicate assign field. Click on that, then 
at the top you will see a drop down of the people on the file to whom this can be assigned.  

Click on the person to whom it should be assigned.  Once that is done you will see in the window the 
person to whom the initials have been assigned (see image below).  Also, along the left lower screen you 
will find a shortcut for quick copy.  
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Continue through the documents, adding initials, check boxes and signatures as needed. If there is a 
counter, make sure and add the checkbox to line 419 of the contract.  Once you have completed this, 
you can scroll through the document to ensure that you have inserted the initials and signature in all of 
the required fields. Please be sure and include the initials on line 390 of the purchase contract.   

When ready, go to the top and click “save and share.”  It will then open up the share document window 
again where you can verify it is in the “can sign” mode. 

 

Remember that each client will have to have their own email to initial and sign. Before you share, don’t 
forget to click on the button that says “attached PDF to email.”  Enter your custom message and click 
share.  
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You will then get a message that says the “documents have been shared waiting on others” and you can 
click done.  

Once the document is signed then you will now see beside the placeholder “signed” (see Image below). 

 

 

 

You can share the document with the selling agent by clicking on the share document and adding them 
and their email address.  Be sure and click on the “attach PDF to email” so they have it in PDF.    
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Executed Contract:  

If you sent back a counter offer to the buyer’s agent or other documents that will need the buyer’s 
signature, make sure to add them to this folder in the loop. See page 9 for how to add people to loop.  

Once you have an executed contract, you will want to change the name of the folder from “Offer 
Documents” to “Sale Documents” by clicking on the three dots at the far right of the placeholder and 
renaming the file.  Next you will click on “add documents” to add the rest of the sale documents 
template to this folder.  

 

 

Click on the “add from” button and select templates. Scroll down the list of the choices until you find the 
one that represents your sale on your listing:   

Your choices are:  

 Commercial Lease 
 Commercial Sale 
 HUD/VA Sale (Seller Only); this is selected if you, the listing agent, is representing the seller only.  
 New Construction (Seller Only); this is selected if you, the listing agent, is representing the seller 

only. 
 Residential Sale (Seller Only); this is selected if you, the listing agent, is representing the seller 

only.  Use caution: SV Residential sale is for Sierra Vista and has different placeholders that 
are specific for the Sierra Vista office only. 

 Vacant Land Sale (Seller Only); this is selected if you, the listing agent, is representing the seller 
only. 

Once you have clicked on your selection on the left hand side of the screen, the documents in that 
template will appear to the right of your template options.  On the right hand side of the screen, 
first scroll down and make sure that all of the documents have been selected / captured.  
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Only once all documents / placeholders have been captured, then you will click on “Select all” above 
the list of documents. 

DO NOT SELECT ONLY SOME OF THE TEMPLATE DOCUMENTS BUT SELECT THEM ALL. If you do not 
need them for your transaction, then the broker will archive them upon initial review (see page 
45). When you select only specific placeholders, there is a high likelihood that you will miss some.  
If you do not add all of the placeholders, then broker initial review will require staff to perform 
additional review time and effort to assure you are not missing any placeholders. 

 

Once you have selected all then you will click on “add document.”   

Now you will have the sale document folder above the listing document folder.  Please change the Loop 
status from “Active Listing” to “Under Contract,” (this is under the address of the loop).  Then add the 
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purchase/sale price and the closing date beside that new status.  

 

 

Now click on “view detail” and add the additional information to this folder such as:  

 Sales price 
 Contract date  
 Closing  

In addition, you may want to add other people to the transaction so you can share documents with 
them through the loop (if you have not already added them), such as: 

 Selling Agent representing the buyer 
 Escrow officer 
 Loan officer  
 Home Inspector  

You will now need to complete a new Contract Information and Processing Sheet which contains the 
additional information for the sales transaction prior to “submit to review.”  In addition, the MLS sheet 
must be submitted with the initial paperwork.  Here is a list of the initial documents that should be 
included in your file and “submit for review.” 

 

Sale: Listing Agent file (you are only representing the seller) 

 Contract Information and Processing Sheet Dotloop will not allow you to submit without it 
 MLS Agent Detail Sheet if MLS (if not then the CRS property detail sheet should be 

submitted instead) 
 Counter(s) if obtained  
 Purchase Contract 
 Addenda if obtained 
 Pre-Qualification form if applicable 
 Lead Base paint disclosure if applicable 
 Consent to Limited Representation if Tierra Antigua Realty is representing both the buyer 

and seller  
 Airport Disclosure if applicable 
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 MLSSAZ Status form - Active Contingent 
 Earnest money receipt if already obtained - Do not wait for this to submit for review upon 

contract acceptance  

 

Then click “submit to review”- this should be done anytime that you have newly executed or completed 
documents that have not been reviewed previously.   

 

IF YOU, THE LISTING AGENT, ARE REPRESENTING BOTH THE BUYER AND THE 
SELLER:  

Inside your listing loop, you will click on “add folder” then rename the folder Sale Documents following 
the direction from Section V page 32. 

Then you will click on “add document,” and add from template by selecting the template that applies:  

Select one: 

 HUD/VA Sale (Buyer or Both); this is selected if you, the listing agent, are representing the buyer 
as well as the seller.   

 New Construction (Buyer or Both); this is selected if you, the listing agent, are representing the 
buyer as well as the seller.   

 Residential Sale (Buyer or Both); this is selected if you, the listing agent, are representing the 
buyer as well as the seller.    Use caution: SV Residential sale is for Sierra Vista and has 
different placeholders that are specific for the Sierra Vista office only. 

 Vacant Land Sale (Buyer or Both); this is selected if you, the listing agent, are representing the 
buyer as well as the seller.   

Then scroll down to ensure all documents are selected and then click “select all.”  Click “add 
documents.”  
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DO NOT SELECT ONLY SOME OF THE TEMPLATE DOCUMENTS BUT SELECT THEM ALL. If you do not 
need them for your transaction, then the broker will archive them upon initial review (see page 45). 
When you select only specific placeholders, there is a high likelihood that you will miss some.  If you 
do not add all of the placeholders, then broker initial review will require staff to perform additional 
review time and effort to assure you are not missing any placeholders.  

These documents and blank placeholders will now import into your sale document folder.  

 

 

                                 

Then you select the document to open, fill in the forms and obtain initials and signature(s) from the 
buyer(s) following the direction from above in the “Electronic Signatures and Sharing Documents” 
section.  Upon reciept of the signed documents you will call the seller to inform them of the offer and 
follow the same process from above where we discussed having seller sign offer documents under the 
“reciept of offer” (p 26)  to share the document for the seller to view. Upon obtaining their response, 
prepare the document for signing by sharing through the loop.  

 

Executed Contract representing both the buyer and seller: 

Since you have already opened the Sale Document folder and imported the template of the additional 
documents and placeholders needed for this transaction, you are now ready to make the necessary 
changes to the status. Fill in the additional information under the “view detail” tab, and “submit to 
review.” 

Please change the Loop status from “Active Listing” to “Under Contract,” then immediately to the right, 
enter the purchase/sale price and the closing date beside that new status.   
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Now click on “view details” and add the additional information to this folder such as:  

 Sales price 
 Contract date  
 Closing  

In addition you may want to add another person to the transaction so you can share documents with 
them through the loop such as: 

 Escrow officer 
 Loan officer  

You will now need to complete a new Contract Information and Processing Sheet prior to “submit to 
review,” which contains the additional information for the sales transaction.  In addition the MLS sheet 
must be submitted with the initial paperwork.  Here is a list of the initial documents that should be 
included in your file and submitted for review.  

Sale: Buyer File (you are representing the buyer and seller) 

 Contract information and processing sheet system will not allow you to submit without it 
 MLS Agent Detail Sheet if MLS (if not then the CRS property detail sheet should be 

submitted instead) 
 Counter(s) if obtained  
 Purchase Contract 
 Addenda if obtained 
 Pre-Qualification form if applicable 
 Lead Base paint disclosure if applicable 
 Agency 
 Affiliated Business Disclosure 
 Consent to Limited Representation if Tierra Antigua Realty is representing both the buyer 

and seller  
 Buyer Broker Employment Agreement if applicable 
 Buyer Advisory 
 Mold Disclosure  
 Wire Fraud Advisory 
 Market Condition Advisory - highly recommended 
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 Airport Disclosure if applicable 
 MLSSAZ Status form – Active Contingent 
 Earnest money receipt if already obtained - do not wait for this to submit for review upon 

contract acceptance  

 

 

Then click “submit to review”- This should be done anytime that you have newly executed or 
completed documents that have not been reviewed previously.   

 

IF YOU, THE LISTING AGENT, HAVE A REJECTED OFFER ON YOUR LISTING 

In your listing loop, you should have a new folder that you were using to process the offer with the 
seller.  If the buyer and seller never reach terms, you do not need to add a template to this folder and 
prepare it for broker review.  

Simply change the name of the folder to “rejected _____ buyer offer” and submit the folder as “rejected 
offer” for broker review.  

 

IF YOU, AS A BUYER’S AGENT, HAVE A REJECTED OFFER FOR YOUR BUYER 

The template for a buyer loop requires that the processing sheet needs to be filled out. Simply open the 
processing sheet, autofill and save. You do not need to fill out the rest of the information. 

Then, submit the loop for broker review, selecting “rejected offer”.  Broker will tag the loop as “rejected 
offer”, review the documents, and then the broker will archive your loop for you. 

 

 

 

Again, please remember agents are not to archive documents or loops as this is a broker function. 
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VI. Initial Manager Review of files 
Status of Documents:  

Along the left hand side of each document, there is a status indicator, such as not submitted, required, 
optional, returned, approved, etc.   

Please note that while the status of these documents may be optional, a number of them will be 
required for your file.    

Once the file has been submitted for review, it will be sent to a manager.  After the loop is reviewed by 
the manager, you will be able to see in your loop whether the documents have been approved or 
returned.  If they are approved, nothing further is needed for those documents.  If it is returned, beside 
the name of the document, you will see a tag that indicates what needs to be corrected on that 
document.   

 

In addition, you will this receive a message through the system that states:  

Hello, 

Congratulations on your transaction.  Documents in your loop have been reviewed and one or more 

documents need correction(s).   

Please log in and access your loop to review the documents that have been returned and review the tag 

that indicates what needs to be corrected. 

 

Please insert the entire document with this correction into your loop and please do not respond to this 

email with corrected documents.   

 

Once you have placed the corrected document in your loop then please click on the “submit to review” 

button. 
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For questions in regard to accessing your loop or if you need assistance, we are here to help.  Please feel 

free to contact either a staff member or your manager.   

 

Thank you, 

 

Your manager’s name  

 

Time-frames for manager review: 

Per Tierra Antigua policy, all signed offers, contracts, listings, and referrals are to be submitted for 
broker review within 24 hours or one business day. Failure to do so could place you in violation of ADRE 
regulations for broker review of contracts. 

After you initially submit your file for manager review, the broker will do this review within three or four 
days.  ONLY SUBMIT YOUR FILE ONE TIME UNTIL BROKER REVIEWS IT. Every time you submit your file, it 
changes the date of submission. Since the broker reviews files in order of when they were submitted, 
from oldest to newest, if you re-submit then your file is delayed in broker review. In essence, it “moves 
to the back of the line”. 

 

Continue to work in your file, however, adding documents as they are signed and as they are received, 
placing them in the appropriate placeholders.  Just do not re-submit your loop until after initial review. 

 

After initial review, then you will submit your loop every time you get new documents 

 

If you have a rejected offer, that is also to be submitted to broker review. If a seller, the rejected offer is 
in a separate folder inside your listing loop.  If a buyer rejected offer, submit this offer and when your 
buyer makes an offer on another property, that offer and paperwork is to be in a separate loop. 

 

Do not have multiple buyer offers in the same loop. 

 

After a rejected offer for a buyer is reviewed by broker, then broker will tag it as “rejected offer” and 
archive the loop for you. 
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After initial manager review: 

 

After the initial review by the assigned manager, the manager will remove the documents and blank 
placeholders that are not needed for your specific transaction and will archive them.  Upon completion 
of the initial review on your sale document loop, whether for your listing or for a buyer, the manager 
will upload a PDF format of all of the document that are needed to complete the file to the top of your 
documents within the loop. Please reference this list for the document that you will need for your 
specific transaction.  Even though along the left hand side of the tab it says “optional” please note that 
this list is what is required to complete your file.   

“Congratulations on your sale. 

We at Tierra Antigua Realty are so glad that you are a part of our family. To assist with completing your 

file, a contract checklist has been uploaded to your loop, it is a list of the document that we will need you 

to submit to your loop prior to close of escrow. Please print this off and use it as your contract checklist. 

 

Also please remember if you haven’t already requested a file on disc, you can submit the request now to 

get all of your documents on a disc upon close of escrow. This makes a great client closing gift and is a 

great way to keep your file electronically. To order, you can either make the request on the file completion 

form for this transaction or in the “order services” tab of the log in section of the Tierra Antigua Realty 

website. 

Thank you again for being proactive in completing your paperwork. You are an asset to Tierra Antigua 

Realty and we appreciate you. Please call your office if have any questions regarding this email. 

 

Thank you” 

This contract review file will be uploaded to your loop.   
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VII. Correction of documents already signed 
 

After initial broker review, if the documents are missing an initial or signature from your client then you 
can share, prepare and obtain the missing initial or signature through the system.  If it is another agent’s 
client then you can share the document with the other agent with the request through the message that 
the correction is made.   

There are two main different types of documents that will need correction, ones that you have uploaded 
and ones that contain Dotloop e-signatures / initials.  

 

Type #1: Document uploaded.  

To correct these documents, simply open them up in Dotloop and use the drop-down menus to add text 
boxes, check boxes, initials and signatures as needed.   

 

 

Then save and share to have your client complete the signing.   

Upon completion then the status along the left hand side of the placeholder will change from returned 
to “not submitted.” 
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After your client signs / initials the document, share it with the other agent to obtain their client’s initials 
/ signatures, if needed.  Then upon receipt, add it to your loop ether by adding a document from your 
computer or by using the email process. Drag and drop this into the placeholder that had the documents 
needing review so that the placeholder has the corrected document, then click “submit for review”. 

 

Type #2: Documents with Dotloop e-signatures / initials.  

 

You will be able to easily tell these documents because if you go to modify them, you will get the 
following message in Dotloop 

 

When you see this message,  

THE ANSWER IS ALWAYS DO NOT MAKE CHANGES. 
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Instead, from the list of documents, click on the checkbox in front of the document needing correction 
and from the options above, select “make a copy” 

 

 

 

On the pop-up window, select “copy as flat pdf (signature preserved, not editable)”, then click “to loop” 

 

 

 

Then, select your current loop’s name and folder to copy back into. Click “copy”. 
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Back in your loop, a copy of the document is now at the top of the list, but this one has all the signatures 
preserved.  Drag and drop this new copy into the placeholder for the one that needs corrections.  Now 
you can open the document and make the corrections with text boxes, initials, signatures, or other 
items as needed without having your client need to re-initial and sign the entire document, just the 
corrections. 
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VIII. Trailing documents during escrow, commission instructions 
and file completion 
 

As you complete additional documents within your transaction, please follow the outlined procedure to 
“submit to review.”  Note: please wait to submit the document until it is fully executed. For example, 
the Buyer Insepction Notice and Seller Response (BINSR) would not be submitted until it is completed in 
all sections, as necessary.  

Once again, as you receive completed documents, please “submit for review.” 

 

Tucson and Green Valley Offices: Commission instructions, referrals, IDX 
agreement etc.  

You can obtain a broker electronic signature through the loop using the share process. 

Fill out the commission instructions or other documents that require broker signature by using the 
instructions in Section IV for filling out the documents and electronic signatures.  

 For Commission instructions and/or Referrals Assign to you, (the agent).  Under “agent 
signature” on the document you will  be prompted to sign now. Go ahead, Adopt and Sign.  

  
 For “Broker Signature” hover over the box for the signature and then click on “assign field” if 

Kim  is not already assisgned to the document as the broker. You will then see at the top left a 
drop down bar for assignments.  

 

If Kimberly S. Clifton is one of the people, this can be assigned to then click on her to assign her as 
the signer under broker.   

 Click on Add person if you do see Kimberly S. Clifton in the drop down bar. 
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Add Kimberly S. Clifton using the email address commissioninstructions@tierraantigua.net for this 
process and her role as either Listing Broker or Buyer Broker depending on your specific transaction. 

 
 

 Then click “Save and Share” at the top right to share the document with Kim. 
 Upon Kim signing the document, the status of the document within your loop will indicate 

“signed.” 
 Kim, upon signing will “share” the document with escrow/title company. 

You will then “submit for review” with additional document that have been added to your transaction 
since your last “submit for review.” 

 

 

Tucson and Green Valley Offices: File Completion  

Agents must “share” their file completion form in “view only” five days prior to close of escrow to 
receive an updated list of the documents still needed to complete their loop/transaction. 

 Add File Completion as a person using the email address filecompletion@tierraantigua.net and 
assign their role as admin. 

 Fill out the file completion form by utilizing the instruction in Section III. 
 Share the document in “view only” with File Completion. 
 Be sure and click the attach PDF to email button at the bottom left.  
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 Click “share.” 
 You will then receive an email with a list of the documents that are still needed to complete 

your loop/transaction. 
 

Tucson and Green Valley Offices: Status Forms  

Agents must “share” their status forms in “view only.” 

 Fill out the status form by utilizing the instruction in Section III. 
 Share the document in “view only” with Status Form. 
 Be sure and click the “attach PDF to email” button at the bottom left.  
 Click “share.” 
 Check MLS to verify that the status has been changed. 

 

Sierra Vista/Wilcox and Safford Offices: Commission instructions, file 
completion, commission splits and referral form 

10 days prior to close of escrow agent should: 

 Add SV Commissions as a person to your loop using the email address 
svcommissioninstructions@tierraantigua.net  and role as admin 
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Fill out the commission instructions, file completion form or other documents that are required such as  
commission splits and/or referral forms by using the instructions in Section III for filling out the 
documents.  

 For Commission instructions and/or Referrals Assign to you, (the agent,). Under “agent 
signature” on the document you will  be prompted to sign now. Go ahead, Adopt and Sign.  

 Upon completely filling out the necessary documents you will then share all of these documents   
with SV commissions in “View Only.” 

 Be sure and check the “Attach PDF to Email” at the bottom left.  

 

 

 

 

Thank you so much for being a part of the Tierra Antigua family.   

Please remember that the staff is here to assist you on your Dotloop journey. 

 


